How to search for Lands Department Correspondence

START letter reference 74/48

SEARCH NRS 8268 Misc Branch Index 1874 [9/4236]

SEARCH NRS 8268 Misc Branch Letter Register 1874 [9/4237]

SEARCH NRS 8268 Misc Branch Letter Register [9/4237] – letter with 80/13283

NEW SEARCH for letter 74/4571 about Police Paddocks in Dalgety

RESULT for 74/48 a dead end so continued with new references found in [9/4237]

SEARCH NRS 8268 Misc Branch Letter Reg [9/4266] – letter with 80/14569

SEARCH NRS 8268 Misc Branch Letter Reg [9/4266] – letter with 80/15748

SEARCH NRS 8268 Misc Branch Letter Reg [9/4267] – letter with 80/17049


NEW SEARCH for letter 81/6316 Aln which was listed with 80/17049

RESULT letter 93/10195 PUT AWAY letter located in NRS 8022 [10/35517]
